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cry for a playground." Older towub brings on catarrh, tuberculosis and
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tion hasn’t reelly begun yet. Euro rail lines has been written by re
and cifies at first neglected this. headache. Sedentary life reduces
E d it o r H erald : - -Occasinally we “But western towns and cities that the lower limbs, causes indigestion Things That May Be Seen at the peans are yet to come, and the presentatives
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force of the social workers and the all and always together. This is j time. Play cures tuberculosis, Friday and Saturday, August 13 are yet to come.
And let me say Eastern men go home, pack up,
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the children are being brought up, ed and huddled together. And our Nervousness and chorea ara im weeks at the fair.
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it is this thing of havng ample Scientific and School Journals-all proved, and catarrh, headache, and
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something we have not, and can are giving this very thing the most cured by play. The old proverb dena, and Santa Monica in Cali
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not have on the present location; severe criticism, not only as false that "Man is whole only when be fornia to celebrate the days of passenger agent of the Northern
William Jennings Bryan is to
and particularly so if we have any economy, but as an actual crime plays" is true, and children hun those cities.
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said so recently in the course of a:t
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hope of the State.
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The consolidation of territory and attracts them. It organizes in
Vancouver Day on Tuesday will for Yellowstone Pjirk.
From the a lecture in an Ohio town. He de
the old building on the plea of econ ol school districts, is the cry every stincts and regulates irritability. be the occasion for a large excur very beginning the Publicity De
clared he intended to move toTexns
omy. This is the most absurd argu where in order to strengthen the Ail the problems of childhood if sion from British Columbia. The partment of the Exposition has co
following a South American tour,
ment of any advauced aud we are districts, to secure a better grade of solved get the result—good health commercial club of that city has operated with the passenger de
on which he will start this Fall.
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sider it for a moment. In the first of taxation. But on the other hand,
After the age of twelve the child strainers on the sound to bring the exploiting the Exposition and the Senate fiom Nebraska,” said Mr.
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place, you never knew of a man re- the gathering of a multitude of has a new birth, for human traits crowds.
Northwest in general and (he re Bryan. " I am not going to be a
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modliug an old building that it did children into one building, is just as are born. His height, weight, and
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not cost more than it would have strenuosly opposed for the most ex stiength double; Nature is arming a large number of Southerners to of the Northern Pacific has stated.
to Texas. I expect to continue in
cost him to have built new. And cellent reasons that tt increases the him for the contest of life. The gether at the Fair. The people in
Much of the material in the politics in Texas.”
it is a proverbial saying that he danger of loss of life from fire, the adult male is forty-three per cent the Northwest who have come
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old pait is always in constant need gathered together for any length of girls are as much in need of exer- Exposition.
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of repair, and finally is rotted down time. And worse than these things cise as boys, if not more so.
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tjouble since " This salve is for schoolchildren. It says—'fEvery have too long regarded the braitj the "Playground Association of ual faculties.
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